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About GNS Healthcare
Discovering What Works. For Whom.™

• Founded in 2000 as a spinout from Cornell
• Industrialized approach for discovering cause‐
and‐effect relationships directly from data
- Big Data Analytics for healthcare’s unique needs
- First‐in‐class technology platform
- 10 years of development and client applications

• Powerful analytics for problems with
- Multi‐layered, dynamic, personalized data
- Severe computational demands
- Underlying mechanisms and drivers

• Focus extends from drug discovery to patient
stratification and real‐world outcomes
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U.S.S. Healthcare
• It’s vital we transform healthcare. Unchecked, its growth will
capsize the entire economy
• There are changes everywhere
- Reform‐driven changes in healthcare
- We’re entering the Big Data era
- Expanding uses and diversity of
HIT and socio‐health technologies

• Is this enough?
• We have new opportunities right before our eyes
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Efforts Underway
Less about repair

More about design

Restore to a previous status

Change an existing situation
into a preferred one
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Re‐Imagine
Change that begins with a shift in perspective.
Something brand new from what’s right before our eyes
… how we perceived computers …

Computation

Communication
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Imperative for Change
Under Construction, but…

Aligning Business Models
•
•
•
•

Value‐based purchasing
Accountable Care Organizations
Outcomes‐based health benefits
Health Insurance Exchanges

Transforming Care Models
•
•
•
•

Care coordination & transition services
Medical homes and care teams
Personal health navigators and coaches
Health 2.0 & ‘Quantified Self’ movement

Building our Infrastructure
• EHR adoption, Meaningful Use measures
• ICD‐10, 5010 and HIEs
• Emphasis on outcomes (PCORI)
 We’re not able to learn at‐scale directly from data

All of these changes need (and implicitly assume) access to evidence of what
works for whom. To create sustainable change, we need the ability to learn
at scale and directly from data
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Below the Surface
From 20th Century Silos
-

Volume‐driven care
Fee for service reimbursement
One‐size fits all interventions
Fragmented, solo practitioners
Poorly‐instrumented data siloes
Passive patients
Wide‐and‐slow evidence loops
Other People’s Money dynamics

To 21st Century Systems
-

Value‐driven care
Evidence‐based reimbursement
Precision, evidence‐based care
Integrated, team‐based systems
Quantified and liquid data flows
Active participants, Quantified Self
Rapid‐learning systems
Outcome‐sharing mindset

• Common denominators: Value, evidence, data, speed
• Sustainability demands a new capability:
- The ability to create a deep and ongoing understanding of what works for whom

• The only viable approach:
- Identify value by creating evidence directly and at‐scale from observational data
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Now’s The Time
Why It’s Vital
• Crushing economics ($2.6T w 30% wasted)
• ‘Boomer Wave’ (8k/day joining Medicare)
• Threatens entire economy

Why It’s Possible
• Moore’s Law
• Maturing Big Data technologies
• HC data becoming liquid
Millions of Instructions per Second

• Imperative we create evidence at
scale of real‐world outcomes
• Learn directly from healthcare data

Cost per Gigabyte

• The lynchpin  causality
has been mathematized
• Opens a paradigm shift
in healthcare analytics
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Game‐Changers in Healthcare
The Science of Evidence

Developed two branches of
calculus that opened the
door for modern artificial
intelligence

Judea Pearl Awarded 2011 Turing
Award, the Nobel Prize in Computing

THE standard for handling uncertainty

(with applications from diagnosis to
voice recognition to self‐driving cars)
Mathematics for determining cause‐
effect relationships directly from data
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The Calculus of Causality
What’s Different
-

Discover cause‐effect relationships directly from observational data; don’t require prior
knowledge of what’s being studied

-

Provides confidence for predictions – “know when you know” and shines light on uncertainty
(when and where new data is needed to resolve them)

-

Mathematics is data agnostic (so can be scaled to extreme computing challenges)

-

Can link disparate sources (e.g. claims, clinical, personal, omic)

-

Evidence becomes computationally transferable

What’s valuable
-

Focus on insights, not analytics. Exploit causal
structures to predict “doing” (what if I change this?)
 Predict the impact of changing an intervention
 Identify where interventions are missing
 Design optimal interventions`

-

Go beyond situations where structures are ‘known’

-

Exploit fast deployment and embed in HIT

• Treatments that are more (or less)
effective than others (and for which
types of people)
• Specific care paths that can improve
health
• Treatments that are compromising
safety or causing adverse events
• Situations where behavior or care
processes compromise outcomes
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Learning Systems and Feedback Loops
Speeding up Feedback Loops

Learning systems need the ability to quickly:
• Predict an outcome
• Compare against experience
• Adjust in response (and update their
predictions, if needed)

If action is flowing smoothly from
orientation, then
• The speed that counts is the speed
to reorient in response to changing
external and internal conditions
• There is NO case where slower is better !!
• Your decision may be to take no action, but your internal ‘chip’
should always be fast (and faster than your competitor’s)
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Implications and Opportunities
Digital Data Priorities

Changes our
relationship to data
• The value of data
stewardship
• The myth of perfect data
• The power of observation
• “Sharing is caring”
• Details, details…
• Metadata matters

Changes the notion
of evidence
Change
the
Nature
of
Health

• Where it comes from
• Who creates it and who
decides
• How quickly it forms and is
absorbed
• How often it changes
• Re‐invent discovery
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Thank you
Carol J. McCall, FSA, MAAA
Chief Strategy Officer, GNS Healthcare
carol@gnshealthcare.com
@CarolMcCall
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